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ABSTRACT
This paper is the second of a 3-paper study presented at the 8th ITC. The first paper deals with the point-to-point loss in two-sided link systems /1/. The third one gives a comparison between the point-to-point selection mode vs. the point-to-group selection mode /2/.
This paper here deals with one-sided link systems. These systems can be mapped into equivalent two-sided ones with respect to their traffic behavior. Thus, methods for the approximate calculation of loss in case of the point-to-point selection mode as well as for point-to-group selection mode can be applied. A good agreement between simulation and calculation is achieved in both cases.

1. INTRODUCTION
Two main types of link systems are known:

Two-Sided Link Systems
Link systems where incoming and outgoing groups are connected on both sides of the switching array (cf. Fig.1). This does not imply that both way traffic is impossible.

Fig.1: Two-sided link system

However, it is not possible to establish a connection between two terminations located on the same side of the array. This can be achieved by so-called One-Sided Link Systems.

One-Sided Link Systems
Link Systems where all trunk groups are connected to one side of the switching array. The outlets on the other side may be wired in two different ways:

- Folded Systems
Each outlet on the right hand side is connected to the likewise numbered inlet on the left hand side. A connection through this system requires only one path through the system (Fig.2).
- Reversed System
All outlets on the right hand side are looped among themselves. A connection through this system requires two paths (one loop) through the system.

Fig.2: Folded System

Fig.3: Reversed System

The aim of this paper is to present good approximate methods for the loss calculation for one-sided link systems operating in the point-to-point selection mode (PPS) or in the point-to-group selection mode (PGS). For this purpose, one-sided systems are mapped into two-sided ones.

Thus, known approximate formulae may be applied for the calculation of loss, both for the PGS-mode /3,4/ and PPS-mode /1/ (see Fig.4). Also optimization methods known from two-sided link systems, e.g. minimization of crosspoint requirements /1,9/ may be applied.

Fig.4: Flow chart showing the procedure of mapping and loss calculations of one-sided link systems
2. MAPPING METHODS

In the first part of this chapter, it will be shown how to map one-sided link systems, i.e. a reversed one into a folded one and vice versa (upper part of Fig.4). The second part deals with the mapping procedure of one-sided link systems into two-sided ones.

2.1 Mutual Mapping of One-Sided Link Systems

2.1.1 Mapping of Folded Systems into Reversed Ones

- Systems with an even number of stages

As an example, Fig. 5 shows how to map a small 4-stage folded system into a reversed one.

From Fig. 5 the following mapping equations can be derived. The notations used for the reversed system are marked with an asterisk (*), and those for the original folded system with a prime (').

- number of stages: $S = S'/2$ ($S=4,6,\ldots$)
- number of multiples in stage 1: $e_1 = g_1$ (= $g_1'$)
- number of multiples in stage $j$: $e_j = 2g_j$ ($2 \leq j \leq S$)
- inlets per multiple in stage 1: $i_1 = 4$ ($1 \leq j \leq S$)
- outlets per multiple in stage $j$: $k_j = k_j'$ ($2 \leq 2j+1 \leq 5$)

The outlets of the last stage in the reversed system are wired as shown in Fig.6. As it can be seen from Fig.5 and 6, 3-stage as well as 4-stage folded systems lead to 2-stage reversed systems which differ in the wiring of the outlets of the last stage only. In practice, a reversed system with wiring as shown in Fig.6 is obviously not to recommend.

2.1.2 Mapping of Reversed Systems into Folded Systems

Whereas any symmetrical folded system can be mapped into a reversed system, there exist certain constraints for mapping a reversed system into a folded one. These constraints are:

- The outlets of the last stage have to be wired in such a manner, that the outlets of exactly one half of the number of the multiples in the last stage are connected only to those of the other half. In other words, two classes of multiples must be found whose outlets must not be wired among themselves, but only to those multiples of the opposite class. Then, the mapping equations can be used analogously.

Thus, after mapping, one class of multiples becomes stage 2 and the other one becomes stage 3 in a folded system (cf. again Fig.5).

The following conclusions can be drawn:

Obviously, an exact mapping of a reversed system into a folded system requires certain symmetry conditions. Then from its fully equivalent wiring and hunting scheme, one can conclude a fully identical loss vs. load behavior. This has also been certified by simulations.

2.2 Mapping of One-Sided Link Systems into Two-Sided Link Systems

Whereas the mutual mapping of folded and reversed systems yields an identical traffic behavior, the mapping of one-sided systems into two-sided ones yields only a very close approximation. The reason will be explained later on.
This section describes the mapping of one-sided link systems into two-sided ones. Only the mapping of folded systems into two-sided ones is regarded, since suitably wired reversed systems have absolutely identical folded systems as counterparts (cf. Chapter 2.1). Fig. 7 shows a 4-stage folded link system and its corresponding two-sided link system. For reason of clarity, an example with specific values has been given.

![Diagram of Folded Link System](image)

**Folded link system**

- $N=250$
- $N_{in}=250$
- $N_{out}=250$

![Diagram of Two-sided Link System](image)

**Two-sided link system**

As it can be seen, the basic idea is that the two-sided system has twice as much trunks as does the folded system which has to be mapped. In other words, the one-sided (folded) system has a total of $N$ terminations all being on one side. The two-sided system, however, has $N$ inlets or outlets, respectively, on each side of the system. Thus, the two-sided system can handle twice the traffic. The hereby occurring probability of loss corresponds to that one of the one-sided system.

In the following mapping equations, the variables marked with a prime (') denote the one-sided (folded) system, the variables for the two-sided system are unmarked.

- number of stages: $S=S'$
- number of multiples in stage $1:S$: $g_1=g_1'$
- number of multiples in stage $j$: $g_j^2=g_j'$ (for $j=2, \ldots, S-1$)
- inlets per multiple in stage $j$: $i_j^1=i_j'$ (for $j=2, \ldots, S-1$)
- inlets per multiple in stage $S$: $i_S^1=2^i_S$
- outlets per multiple in stage $1$: $k_1^0=2^k_1$
- outlets per multiple in stage $j$: $k_j^0=k_j'$ (for $j=2, \ldots, S$)

It can be verified that the mapping of Fig. 7 fulfills these above mapping equations.

### 3. Further Remarks on Folded Systems

As shown in Fig. 8, in a folded system there are always two possibilities to find a set of paths for a connection between two certain trunks.

The first set of paths leads from the calling trunk A on the left hand side through the system along the dashed line in Fig. 8. It leaves the system via the trunk B on the right hand side. This trunk B is identical with the trunk B because of the external loop. A second set of paths starts via the external loop from a trunk on the right hand side of the system to the termination trunk B. Thus, in the above example, there are $2^k_1$ paths available for a connection between trunk A and trunk B.

However, if the trunks A and B both are wired to the same link block, the $2^k_1$ sets of paths leading from A to B have the links between the middle stages in common; this results in an increase of loss for that kind of connection.

![Diagram of Possible Sets of Paths](image)

To overcome this bottleneck, one has to provide an extra link between likewise numbered multiples in stage 2 and 3 (see Fig. 9). This guarantees that switching between trunks connected to the same link block can be done via the same number of paths through the system as otherwise. The same consideration holds for reversed systems, too.

![Diagram of Sketch of Folded Systems with Extra Double Linkage](image)

It should be noted that this double linkage between likewise numbered multiples in stage 2 and 3 has to be disregarded for the mapping according to Chapter 2.2, because in a two-sided substitute system this above mentioned bottleneck does not occur. Hence, in order to provide the same grade of service in a folded system as in a corresponding two-sided one, some extra crosspoints have to be spent.
4. CALCULATION OF LOSS IN ONE-SIDED SYSTEMS

4.1 General Remarks

Due to the lack of space, only symmetrical 4-stage systems are regarded in the following. However, the method of mapping is also valid for symmetrical systems with a number of stages other than 4. Numerous simulation runs using the Monte Carlo method were performed to check the validity of mapping one-sided link systems into two-sided ones. The simulations were carried out with sequential hunting from a home position in all stages (hunting mode H). Additionally, simulations were performed with sequential hunting from a randomly chosen starting position in the first stage only (hunting mode R). The following section deals with one-sided systems operating in the point-to-point selection mode (PPS-mode), and Chapter 4.3 deals with systems operating in the point-to-group selection mode (PGS-mode).

4.2 Point-to-Point Loss in a One-Sided Link System

The following definition for the point-to-point loss is given /1/: 

Upon arrival at an idle inlet, a call suffers a point-to-point loss, if no chain of idle links through the link system can be found, provided at least one outlet of the desired outgoing group is still idle. Only those calls contribute to the arrival rate that find one inlet idle as well as at least one outlet of the desired outgoing trunk group idle. According to this definition, the point-to-point loss is defined as \( B_{pp} = \frac{\text{lost \ calls/\ offered \ calls}}{\text{total \ calls}} \).

In /1/ a method to calculate the PP-loss for two-sided systems is presented. As outlined earlier, this method can be applied to one-sided systems after mapping.

In Fig. 10, simulation and calculation results for a 4-stage link system are compared to each other. The point-to-point loss \( B_{pp} \) is plotted vs. the average traffic carried per inlet \( T_{in} \). The uniform traffic per inlet \( T_{in} \) as offered, and the terminals were wired to 5 groups having 50 trunks each. As it can be seen from the short notation in the figure, system A represents the folded system without extra links. System B is the folded one with extra links. Finally, system C is the two-sided system obtained by mapping. Each simulation result is given as an average of 10000 calls. It is marked with its 95% confidence interval.

The bold line denotes the loss calculation according to the PPL method /1/. For reasons of clarity, simulation results with hunting mode R were omitted for systems A and B, because they are only slightly higher than those obtained with hunting mode H. The loss probability of the folded system A with hunting mode H approximately corresponds to that of the two-sided system with hunting mode R.

As it was outlined in /1/, hunting mode H yields lower losses than does hunting mode R, due to the "push-up" effect. In a folded system, however, the hunting strategy H is different from that in two-sided systems. Therefore, the occupation patterns of the links are not quite as favorable, as they are otherwise, thus causing slightly higher losses for folded systems. On the other hand, by correctly adding extra links as mentioned earlier the loss probability of a folded system becomes smaller and also closer to that one of the two-sided system with hunting mode H.

Many more simulations have verified the validity of this PPL-loss calculation method for one-sided systems.
traffic per inlet as well as per outlet. In practice, groups of different size have to be considered. In this case, the individual loss \( L_i \) of an outgoing group has to be drawn versus its own carried traffic \( t_i/n \) per trunk. Then, the mostly different average carried traffic per inlet \( Y/N \) of the link system as a whole which has a significant influence on the effective accessibility is a fixed chart parameter. The method CLIGS can handle all arbitrary combinations of \( Y/N \) and \( Y/N' \).

Analogously to Fig.10, one basic structure in its versions A, B, and C is investigated. The bold line represents the loss calculation obtained by the method CLIGS, and, for comparison, the dashed line denotes the loss of a full accessible group.

Fig.11: Point-to-group loss \( B_r \) vs. carried traffic per inlet \( Y/N \)

Simulation: 1) folded system A without extra links 2) equivalent two-sided system C

CLIGS calculation: Full accessible group: 

As it can be seen from Fig.11, there is hardly a difference between the three versions. Here, an incoming call can hunt all accessible idle outlets of the desired trunk group (group selection") and it is not restricted to one single destination multiple. Therefore, omitting the extra links in spite of their theoretical necessity, does not increase the loss significantly. Also in the case of point-to-group selection, many more simulations have confirmed that the loss of one-sided systems with point-to-group selection can be reliably calculated by means of the method CLIGS in connection with the described mapping method.

5. SYNTHESIS OF ONE-SIDED LINK SYSTEMS

5.1 Systems Operating with Point-to-Point Selection

In \( /1/ \), a method is presented to design two-sided link systems by using systems called "Nik-Charts" for a given number of incoming and outgoing trunks, for a certain carried traffic per inlet and a prescribed loss \( B_{np} \). This way of designing can directly be applied to one-sided systems. The two-sided system obtained therewith can be transformed into the desired one-sided system by mapping. Two facts have to be given extra attention, i.e. - insertion of an extra trunk \( r \) - \( k \) and \( i \) must be an even number in the two-sided system because of the mapping. Analogously, the strategies of extending link systems can be applied here, too \( /1/ \).

5.2 Systems Operating with Point-to-Group Selection

In \( /5/ \), a method is presented to design so-called Optimum Link Systems, i.e. with a number of crossing points per Erlang close to the theoretical minimum, whereas the number of incoming and outgoing trunks \( N \), a certain carried traffic per inlet \( Y/N \), and a system transparency \( T \) are prescribed. If the value of \( T \) is chosen \( \leq 1.2 \ N \), the internal blocking probability becomes practically zero. All outgoing groups can be calculated like full accessible groups. Once again, a two-sided system is designed and then mapped into a one-sided system. Attention has to be paid to the above mentioned two facts.
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